Top 10 Tips for Progressing Marketing Leads
through Sales
To generate a qualified sales lead that has made it all the way through the
journey from stranger - to suspect - to prospect – to marketing qualified
lead – to sales ready lead, is often a lengthy, costly, and complex process.
So what happens to it now? Well that usually lies in the hands of the
salesperson. How a lead is handed over, engaged with, followed up and
progressed, will make the difference of that lead turning in to a new
customer, or disappearing from the sales pipeline somewhere down the
line, and written off as a bad marketing investment.
In this e-book, you’re going to find 10 best practice guidelines to ensure
your leads stand the best chance of progressing through the sales
pipeline, beating the competition, and receive the maximum ROI on
your marketing investment by converting the highest number of leads
possible.
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Progressing your Marketing Leads
1. Agree a Lead Qualification Criteria
2. Create a Lead Handover Process
3. Read the Lead
4. Research the Lead
5. Diarise Appointment

6. Engage and Qualify
7. Update CRM
8. Prepare, prepare, prepare
9. Feedback to Lead Source
10. Delight
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Agree a Lead
Qualification Criteria
• In order for marketing and sales to be in
sync when it comes to lead generation,
a lead qualification criteria needs to be
agreed between both parties.
• This will help tune the nurture
programmes implemented by marketing,
and achieve sales buy in to the leads that
are handed across to progress.
• Make sure that the criteria includes the
stage in the review process that sales is
best placed to engage. Not so late that
there is little chance of winning the deal,
but not too early that there is little value
in sales being involved.
• Include authority level, timescales, need,
company profile. Be realistic, but not too
stringent as this will reduce the number
of leads coming in to the pipeline.
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Create a Lead
Handover Process
• A lead handover process will ensure that
leads are handed across in a structured
manner, and avoids leads falling between
the cracks which can happen all too often.
• Make sure the leads are recorded against
the lead source so that the success of each
lead generation effort can be measured.
• The lead should be added to CRM and
assigned to the sales person to there is
not ambiguity as to who is responsible
for engaging with, and progressing the
opportunity.
• The method in which the lead is handed
across (email, CRM alert etc.) should be
agreed, and receipt acknowledge by
the salesperson. The lead should also
contain as much information relating to
the company, contact and description
of the information captured against the
qualification criteria agreed.
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Read the Lead
• For the salesperson now responsible
for progressing and closing a lead
generated by marketing, DON’T sit on it!
Read it with urgency & enthusiasm, your
competition may already be speaking
with them.
• Look out for next steps. An inside sales
rep or telemarketer may have agreed
a particular sales follow up with the
prospect – DON’T MISS IT, action with
urgency.
• Read all of the information provided over,
more than once if you have to. A good
salesperson should already be starting
to think about how you are going to win
this deal. The mind-set to which a lead is
approached, will make the difference to
how it is engaged with.
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Research the Lead
• The salesperson should now be checking
that the lead is a fit before progressing. If
you are in sales, don’t be tempted to give
up on it if it’s not the ‘perfect lead’. That
said, a base criteria should be agreed
with marketing that details the company
profile, contact level, need & timescales.
If the lead is fundamentally not a fit,
pass it back to marketing as quickly as
possible with constructive feedback so
improvements can be made.
• Start researching the company
and contact as early as possible.
If a conference call or face-to-face
appointment has been arranged for you,
don’t be tempted to wait until closer to
the time. You could find some valuable
insight that could be worth you acting
on now to make sure you stay one step
ahead of your competition.
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Diarise Appointment
• Make sure that next steps have been
agreed and that the appointment is
diarised within 24 hours of it being
agreed. You are twice as likely not to
have to chase for a meeting date to be
agreed if the invite is sent within this
timeframe.
• The calendar appointment should
include these fundamentals;
• Both company names and meeting 		
		 description in subject line.
• Full address or conference call details
in location.
• A clearly defined agenda with 			
		 proposed outcomes described
• Your full contact details as attending
		 representative.
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Engage and Qualify
• The attending sales consultant should
always start a dialogue / rapport with the
prospect before they meet with them,
you will tend to get more out of the
meeting this way. Give them a call prior
to the meeting to introduce yourself and
get your enthusiasm for meeting with
them across.
• Don’t call to ‘double check’ the info you’ve
been given to ‘see if it’s correct’, or second
guess if the lead is genuine. Go in to the
call with a positive attitude and believe
that the lead will result in a sale.
• Use the call as an opportunity to ‘further’
qualify, not re-qualify. Any information
you can get on this call that will help
your preparation for the meeting will be
hugely beneficial.
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Update CRM

BANT?

MQL?

LEAD

SQL?

QSO?

Expression
of Interest?

• There is possibly several updates required
earlier in the process as you convert the
lead to opportunity and update next steps
etc. but don’t wait until after the meeting
to update CRM.
• For management and marketing to track
the success of campaign activity, it is
imperative that they can see real time
updates of what stage each lead is at.
• Input the information you have learned
from your prep and introductory call also,
this will make sure it’s kept in one place
so you can review and add to it, and allow
others to view and give further inputs and
insight to the case.

RFI?
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Prepare,
prepare, prepare
• By following the steps up until this point
you should have ample information to
prepare well for your meeting.
• You can never be over prepared, don’t
rely on your sales experience and killer
instincts to ‘wing it’, at some point you will
get found out and lose a sale as a result.
• Consider how you are going to make
your company and proposition stand
out from the competition, be suitably
prepared to lead the prospect through
the agenda, and to demonstrate value
during every step.
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Feedback to
Lead Source
• Assuming you have done an awesome
job at managing the sales process, you
should hopefully now be celebrating a
new customer win! At the very least you
will have the deal value forecast in your
pipeline.
• Make sure you close the loop with the
lead source and feedback your success.
This will help motivate and engage
the marketing team or outsourcer that
generated the opportunity, and keep
them driving a positive flow of leads in to
your pipeline.
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Delight
• The ROI that can be achieved from your
marketing leads, does not stop when you
shake hands on the first deal.
• The entire process the prospect has
experienced through a journey of
engagement that could have spanned
over many months or even years, should
be one of delight.
• A structured and methodical lead
generation and sales process, where
marketing and sales work together to
drive a common goal will assist in the
ultimate goal of a delighted customer.
• If you want to learn more about how
INCo can help you attract new prospects,
convert leads, and help win delighted
customers, speak to a member of our
team today who will be delighted to tell
you more.
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Hopefully this short eBook has given
some insight into how best to engage and
progress your marketing leads, and turn
them into delighted customers

This is just a high level guide,
we have so much more to discuss…
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